The Scienscope Smart Storage Rack is the easiest, most accurate, way to store your electronic components. Works best when integrated with a Scienscope Component Counter and Incoming Reel Labeling Machine or Desktop Reel Scanner and Labeler. Not only will you have a precisely accurate inventory with a unique ID number you will also know exactly where they are stored for quick location and use.

**FEATURES**
- Easy to move (ESD Caster)
- Easy-to-use software
- Small footprint
- Scienscope Smart Racks are robustly built with stainless steel
- The multi-color LED allows color-coded multi-knitting simultaneously
- Auto slot assignment by LED light
- Can be used alone or with Scienscope Component Counter

**SPECS**
- Capacity of 1400 7” reels
- Capacity of 480 13” reels
- ERP and MES System integration
- 15” and tray can be custom made